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SHOWCASE GAME 
VS MALAGA CF
View on YouTube a brief snippet of
our recent showcase game against
Spanish Giant’s Malaga CF.

https://youtu.be/TUGot2WIBDA


WHO ARE REAL?
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Founded in 2022, Academia de Real Internacional is a
Professional Residential Academy based in Granada, Spain. 

Led by industry-leading professionals, Academia de Real
Internacional provides a Professionally Structured

Environment. Driven to help you reach the next level.

Ensuring in-depth immersion into the European Football
System, our three month programme will become the key

into tapping into your potential.

Whether you are ready for the professional game, needing
those finishing touches, or wishing to experience the

Spanish Football System.

At Academia de Real Internacional our mission is to help you
reach your next level. Our tailor made programmes are built

around the individual and come with years of experience
trialed and tested amongst the professionals.



Discover the exceptional pride we take in our close
partnerships with top-tier Professional Football Clubs that

wholeheartedly share our dedication to nurturing both
player talent and career growth. 

Our unique collaborations, allow you to gain exclusive, direct
access to the professional realm, which is a distinctive

advantage that truly distinguishes us and provides
unparalleled pathways.

PROFESSIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
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UD Torre del Mar
Tercera RFEF

El Palo FC
Segunda RFEF

Unionistas de
Salamanca

Primera RFEF

CD Benagalbon
Division de Honor
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“THE SWIFTEST WAY TO TRIPLE YOUR
SUCCESS IS TO DOUBLE YOUR INVESTMENT

IN PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT.”



ACADEMY PROGRAMME
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Our program is meticulously crafted to unlock your full
potential as an individual, providing a comprehensive

assessment both on and off the field.

With a wealth of over 30 years of collective experience in
professional football, our Directive Board and Coaching Staff

have collaboratively designed this program to empower
players to embark on an extraordinary journey towards the

next level in their careers.

What sets our Academy Program apart is its unique
curriculum, a system exclusive to professional clubs. This
affords players the opportunity to manage their training

regimen with the same efficiency and professionalism as
top-tier athletes.

Our holistic approach, each player receives their
personalized weekly and monthly plans, carefully tailored to
their needs. Engineered to nurture individual development

while thriving in a collaborative team environment."



Experience the unique advantage of being guided by our
carefully selected UEFA Licensed Coaching Staff, each of

whom brings an academic approach. Together, they embody
the core of our Academy Philosophy, fortified by years of

invaluable professional experience.

Surround yourself with top industry experts, all with UEFA
B, A & PRO Licenses. This opportunity lets players access

the expertise of Europe's top coaches.

ACADEMY PROGRAMME
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UEFA LICENSED STAFF



ACADEMY PROGRAMME
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Few programs offer the comprehensive preparation needed
for life in a Professional Club, providing access to a wide
range of resources to empower individuals for the next
level. Our meticulous attention to detail in crafting daily,

weekly, and monthly schedules is unmatched.

TOP FLIGHT SCHEDULE

Experience the thrill of our games program, where you'll
find yourself in the driver's seat, competing against some of

the most prestigious Professional and Semi-Professional
Spanish and European Clubs. 

This unparalleled opportunity not only lets you showcase
your abilities but also provides a platform for you to prove
yourself at the highest echelons of the game. It's a journey

where your talent meets its true potential, offering a
pathway to excellence like no other.

ELITE GAMES PROGRAMME



ACADEMY PROGRAMME
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JUST A FEW OPPONENTS...

In recent years, one of the most crucial elements in
achieving success as a player in the professional game has
been physical fitness. When a player combines exceptional

technique with peak physical condition, they have the
potential to elevate their performance to the next level. This

is a key factor for players and parents to consider.

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING



ACADEMY PROGRAMME
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We harness the power of Video Analysis, Tactical Insights,
and Performance Tracking Tools to provide essential

information to our players. In a demanding environment
where individuals often face heavy workloads, our GPS

System becomes instrumental in efficient load management
—a vital resource for both players and parents to ensure

optimal development.

ANALYSIS

Every player receives personalized weekly and monthly
development plans, tailored to trimesterly assessments and

individual considerations, encompassing their current
progress, objectives, and career aspirations. This holistic

approach ensures their ongoing growth and success.

INDIVIDUAL PLANS



PROFESSIONAL CONTRACT
SIGNING

Steffan Witmer 
Unionistas de Salamanca

Primera RFEF



ACADEMY CULTURE
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In today's modern game, adopting a winning mentality is
essential for advancement, but it's important to recognize
that there are highs and lows. Maintaining a positive yet

inspiring club culture is crucial.

Both on and off the field, players are expected to align with
our Academy Philosophy and Culture, which is non-
negotiable. This ensures that they become positive

influences among their peers, fostering a healthy and
successful environment.

Beyond the pitch, a professional lifestyle is key to unlocking
your potential. We offer high-quality training, nutrition
guidance, and mental well-being support to empower

players to achieve their fullest potential.

PROFESSIONALISM1.



ACADEMY CULTURE
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We value the importance of family. We recognize that for
many players, this might be their first time living away from

home, possibly in a foreign country.
Creating a warm, friendly environment where players feel

relaxed, free, and able to enjoy their football is paramount to
us. Once you become a part of our family, you're a member

for life, with support and contact available to you before,
during, and after your time with us.

Our ultimate goal is for every player to leave with a smile,
having had an unforgettable footballing experience.

2. LA FAMILIA ES TODO

Excellence isn't just about winning; it's about giving your all,
whether it's in training, on the field, or in life outside of

sports. It's about pushing your limits, learning from every
experience, and constantly striving for improvement.

3. EXCELLENCE



ACADEMY CULTURE
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In every game we play, in every training session we
undertake, and in every interaction we have, integrity guides
our actions. We believe that true victory is not just about the

final score but about how we play the game. We play with
honor, respect, and a commitment to fair play.

Integrity isn't just a value we uphold; it's a legacy we pass on
to our athletes. We aim to instill in them the understanding

that in sports and in life, integrity is the compass that guides
them toward success and fulfillment.

4. INTEGRITY

A growth mindset in refers to the belief that abilities, skills,
and performance can be developed and improved over time

through dedication, effort, learning, and perseverance.
Athletes with a growth mindset embrace challenges, see

setbacks as opportunities for growth, and are motivated to
continually push their limits.

5. GROWTH



MEET OUR 
COACHING STAFF

Our Coaching Team and Backroom Staff is the heartbeat of
our excellence. Comprising UEFA licensed coaches, their
expertise and dedication drive our players' success. With

extensive experience and a passion for the game, they are
committed to nurturing talent, fostering growth, and

instilling a love for football. 



Head Coach

JUANMA BULLEJOS
UEFA PRO

I define myself as a
very demanding
coach.

 I like my players to
give their all in every
training session and
match. 

Using my experlike to
be close to each
individual guiding
them through their
development. 

I contribute to the
academy with my
experience after more
than 15 years training
and my methodology
and vision. The project
is very exciting for me
and very attractive for
all the players who
are playing with us.
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Assistant Coach

JOSE LOZANO
UEFA B

I am a young coach
but with a lot of
experience as a
player in many
categories and I know
how complicated it is
to play in Spain.

I always try to learn
from everyone who
has been in the world
of football for many
years to improve my
training and myself as
a coach.

I love this opportunity
for a new project that
is different from that
of a normal team and
I really want to
continue and improve
here. I love that my
players are sacrificed
before any other
virtue or quality.
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Goalkeeping Coach

FRANCISCO POZO
UEFA A

Having worked with
various Spanish
Second & Third
Division Professional
Clubs for over 15
years, my aim is clear:
to develop
goalkeepers capable
of withstanding the
demands of full-time
professionalism.

By applying top-level
techniques and
training methods, we
empower our players
for sustained career
progression.

Working alongside my
fellow coaches on a
full-time basis being
able to breed the next
generation of
goalkeepers is a
dream.
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Player Welfare Monitor

BRODIE BELDEN
PLAYER WELFARE

While I may be a
relatively young
professional, my
extensive experience
as a player across
various categories
has endowed me with
a profound
understanding of the
intricacies of football,
globally. 

My unwavering
commitment to
learning the minds of
the individuals whom
we work with on a
day to day basis and
allowing them to
express themselves
to the football world
remains a
cornerstone of my
approach as a player
welfare officer.
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PLAYER TRIALS

At the forefront of our program lies the commitment to offer
unparalleled Player Pathways and Opportunities. Our

primary goal is to offer exclusive entry points into
Professional Football, opportunities that players won't find

elsewhere.



Our state-of-the-art artificial field accompanied by our
modern amenities are designed to provide the ideal
environment for your skill development and training,

mirroring the standards of professional clubs.

With our training field based in Molvizar, Granada, our
Academy also holds access to a range of Top Facilities along

the South Coast of Andalucia.

FACILITIES
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STATE OF THE ART FACILITIES

BRAND NEW ARTIFICIAL FIELD

ACTIVATION & PRE-HAB AREA

GYM ACCESS

ELITE RECOVERY OPTIONS





Partnering with POLICLINICA SMD allows us to offer a
physiotherapy service that is second to none. POLICLINICA is

one of the leading healthcare providers in Spain. With
specific post-training and matchday recovery plans, each
individual is exceptionally well taken care of on a regular

basis. In addition to POLICLINICA, we also collaborate with
our Academy Partner, Alvaro Bueno, who provides more

frequent treatment to our players.

FACILITIES
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DEDICATED PHYSIOTHERAPY ZONE

HIGH END RECOVERY TEHCNOLOGY

POST SESSION & MATCH RECOVERY

POST INJURY REHABILITATION



Our Athlete Residencies, located in the town of Itrabo,
Granada, are situated just a five-minute drive from our

training facility.

Maintaining a safe and controlled environment, and being at
the heart of the town we call home, allows players to

immerse themselves in the local lifestyle while breaking
down barriers within football.

ATHLETE RESIDENCY
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FIVE MINUTE DRIVE TO TRAINING

TWO PERSON BEDROOMS

PRIVATE STUDY AREA

ENTERTAINMENT LOUNGE

LAUNDRY UNITS

ON-SITE RESIDENCY MONITOR

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
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The Costa Tropical of Granada, Spain, is a hidden gem that
offers a unique blend of tourism, athletic experiences, and a

vibrant Mediterranean lifestyle. For athletes, the Costa
Tropical provides an extraordinary backdrop for training and

performance, with numerous facilities.

 The local lifestyle is equally captivating, with a rich cultural
heritage, delicious Mediterranean cuisine, and a warm and

welcoming community.

LIFESTYLE & IMMERSION

WHAT ARE THE PRO’S?
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10 MINUTES FROM MEDITERRANEAN COASTLINE

40 MINUTES FROM GRANADA CAPITAL

RICH HISTORY AND CULTURE

AUTHENTIC SPANISH CUISINE

ONE HOUR FROM MALAGA AND ALMERIA
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